
Quorum onQ®

Archive Vault

Quorum onQ® Archive Vault (onQ® AV) provides customers with the ability to create long term archives 
of their critical data. Archive Vault is built into our Award Winning onQ® Backup and Disaster Recovery 
platform, providing long term storage in addition to local High Availability (HA) and remote Disaster 
Recovery (DR) features found in the base product.

How does it work?
The base onQ® product takes snapshots of your existing servers on a user defined schedule to 
provide local HA and remote DR. These snapshots are stored in the main onQ® repository. The Archive 
Vault (AV) add on uses these snapshots to create long term backups on a monthly, quarterly or 
yearly schedule and stores those backups in a separate AV repository. All data in both repositories is 
encrypted, both in flight and at rest for added security.

The Archive Vault option can be added to a local onQ® HA appliance, to a remote onQ® configured for 
DR, or can be added to the Quorum Cloud DRaaS service.

ABOUT QUORUM   

Quorum enables IT teams to provide business continuity and the fastest recovery from server downtime in the industry. 
Our onQ® product was first introduced in 2010 and has evolved into a powerful platform delivering backup, one-click instant 
recovery, deduplication, replication, automated recovery testing and extensible archiving, all delivered as a hardware appliance, 
virtual machine or as cloud based disaster recovery as a service (DRaaS). 
 
With offices in the US and the UK serving customers worldwide, businesses of all sizes like the easy installation, flexible 
deployment options and fast recovery time. To learn more, visit us at www.quorum.com or follow us on twitter @quorumlabs



Multiple Configurations to fit your business
In addition to attaching to each of the different onQ® configurations, multiple onQ® appliances can 
access a single onQ® AV repository, providing flexibility that matches your retention requirements. For 
example, if you have several office locations each with its own onQ® HA appliance, you can have all 
of them attach to a single offsite onQ® AV repository, consolidating all long-term storage in a single 
remote location.

Scalability
onQ® AV has unlimited scalability, which means it can grow with your business. Storage can be added 
to each onQ® AV as your needs expand, and multiple onQ® AV repositories can be added to each onQ® 
appliance. Quorum Cloud also provides an offsite, secure, fully hosted option for organizations that 
don’t want to manage the archives locally.

Compliance
Quorum onQ® Archive Vault helps you maintain compliance with major industry regulations. Quorum 
onQ® AV is HIPAA compliant for Healthcare organizations, PCI compliant for organizations dealing with 
financial services, and our Quorum Cloud datacenter is SOC2 compliant, which means with Quorum 
onQ® AV—you won’t have to worry about audits.

 Virtually unlimited archive storage
 A single onQ® Archive Vault can create 

backups from multiple onQ® appliances
 Archives are deduplicated and compressed, 

reducing storage requirements
 All data is encrypted, both in flight and at rest
 Eco-friendly “spin down” feature conserves 

energy when disks are not in use

 NV-CACHE battery backed disk controller 
protects data during unexpected power 
outages

 User defined backup scheduling on monthly, 
quarterly and yearly schedules—with 
appropriate data expiration

 Maximum yearly retention is unlimited
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With Quorum, we can recover specific user files with a single click instead of the 
much lengthier process that’s involved with recovery from tape. 
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